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Three-dimensional 共3D兲 tungsten oxide nanowire networks have been demonstrated as a
high-surface area material for building ultrasensitive and highly selective gas sensors. Utilizing the
3D hierarchical structure of the networks, high sensitivity has been obtained towards NO2, revealing
the capability of the material to detect concentration as low as 50 ppb 共parts per billion兲. The
distinctive selectivity at different working temperatures is observed for various gases. The results
highlight that the nanobelts 共nanowires兲 technology can be adopted for the development of gas
sensors with performances suitable for practical applications. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
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The performance of a solid-state gas sensor is characterized by its sensitivity, stability, and selectivity. The working
principle relies on modulation of electrical conductivity due
to surface oxidation 共reduction兲 caused by gas exposure. Because only the surface layer is affected by such reactions, the
sensitivity is strongly dependent on the surface-to-volume
ratio of the material used. This purpose has been pursued by
synthesizing layers with a porous morphology to enhance the
material surface area. Porosity is enhanced by means of the
thick film synthesis approach typically adopted in the gas
sensing field. Such high porosity is not easy to achieve by
thin film approach. Another approach largely used in the field
is the rheotaxial growth and its thermal oxidation 共RGTO兲
method, which allows synthesizing a porous thin film monolayer composed of nanosized grains.1,2
As far as grain size is concerned, it has to be kept in the
order of or lower than the debye length, which is the depth
into the surface that the chemisorption process can effectively modify the electrical properties of the metal oxide
material.3 Although many studies have been presented about
this,4–6 the primary difficulty still remains in preparation of a
sensing material with small crystallite size but stable when
operated at higher temperatures for a long period of time.
The quality and stability of the small grain size determine the
stability of the sensor.
Semiconductor nanowires, nanobelts, and related nanostructures are unique for sensor applications because of their
single-crystalline structure, large surface-to-volume ratio,
and high stability.7 Nanowire based sensors have been demonstrated for detecting gases, proteins, single virus, and
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single cancer markers.8–10 Nanowires and nanobelts exhibit
optimal structural characteristics for both high sensitivity and
long-term stability. They may also possess high selectivity
by integrating nanowires of different surface characteristics
into an array.
In order to demonstrate the performance of the nanobelt
共nanowire兲 based technology, it is necessary to show that it
can bring to results at least comparable with the ones reached
by means of thick and thin film technologies traditionally
adopted in gas sensing field. For example, after 50 years of
research, these technologies have demonstrated the capability of WO3 based gas sensors to detect NO2 concentration
comparable with the outdoor threshold limit 共50 ppb兲 共parts
per billion兲.11
Nanosensors made using nanowires usually have two
electrodes that are interconnected by nanowires. The surfaceto-volume ratio of the nanowires is an important factor in
determining the sensitivity of the sensor. In this letter, gas
sensors built using three-dimensional 共3D兲 WO3−x nanowire
networks have been shown to be able to detect NO2 concentration to 50 ppb level. The results highlighted the
suitability of the nanobelt/nanowire based sensors for
practical applications.
The WO3−x nanowire networks were prepared by thermal evaporation of tungsten powders at ⬃1400– 1450 ° C in
the presence of oxygen for 10 min. The growth method and
growth mechanism of WO3−x nanowire networks had been
described in elsewhere.12 The morphology of the WO3−x
nanowire networks was characterized by using scanning
electron microscopy 共SEM兲. The SEM images in Fig. 1
clearly demonstrate the shape of the 3D nanowire networks
and the huge surface area, making it more suited for gas
sensing application. The network is composed by nanowires
with widths ranging from several tens of nanometers to
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Sensor response to NO2 of different concentrations,
measured at 300 ° C and 30% of relative humidity 共at 20 ° C兲.

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Low magnification 共a兲 and high magnification 共b兲
SEM images of tungsten oxide nanowire network. Inset in 共a兲 is the EDS of
the tungsten oxide nanowire networks.

200 nm and the nanowires intercross with each other to form
the 3D networks. In particular, each network is about
1 – 10 m large and extends its arms along all the three directions 共a single nanobelt will instead extend only in the
horizontal plane兲 thus strongly enhances the scattering probability with gaseous molecules and behaving like a porous
thick film. An energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 共EDS兲
analysis 关inset in Fig. 1共a兲兴 indicates that the networks are
dominated by W and O elements. Figure 2共a兲 shows a typical
TEM image of a broken WO3−x nanowire network segment
with several junctions. The inset of Fig. 2共a兲 is the corresponding dark field transmission electron microscopy 共TEM兲
image which reveals that there are many defects in the nanowire network. Corresponding selected area electron diffrac-

tion 共SAED兲 patterns 关Fig. 2共b兲兴 were recorded proving that
the whole network is single crystalline. The streaks in the
SAED patterns were caused by the planar defects along the
growth direction of the nanowires.12 Figure 2共c兲 is a high
resolution TEM image that taken from the rectangle-closed
area in Fig. 2共a兲. The network is formed by switching the
growth directions among 具100典, thus, each network is a
single crystal without internal grain boundaries. We believe
that the presence of the ordered-in plane oxygen vacancies in
兵100其 planes is the driving mechanism for the formation of
3D network.12 So far, the sensitivity is expected to be higher
than the one reached by either nanowires or nanobelts.
Sensors have been fabricated by drop coating of WO3−x
nanowire networks onto a 2 ⫻ 2 ⫻ 0.25 mm3 alumina substrates provided with interdigitated Pt contacts 共200 m
large and separated by 200 m兲 built on the front side. A Pt
meander had been deposited on the back side, which acts as
heating element and temperature probe. Gas sensing measurements have been carried out in a thermostatic chamber
with the flowthrough method. Atmosphere composition was
controlled by certified bottles of synthetic air containing controlled amount of target gases and a humidifier system. dc
electrical conductivity of the sensitive layer has been monitored applying a 1 V voltage and measuring the electrical
current by means of a picoammeter.
Gas sensing capability of the material has been measured
towards oxidizing 共NO2兲 and reducing gases 共H2S, CO, and
NH3兲. Due to the high content of oxygen vacancies, the
above samples have been annealed in air at 300 ° C for six
days with the aim of achieving stoichiometry and stabilizing
the electrical properties of the material. The material revealed highly performing towards NO2. Responses measured
towards a wide range of NO2 concentrations heating the device at 300 ° C are reported in Fig. 3. The results demonstrate
the capability of the material to detect up to 50 ppb of NO2
with the electrical resistance increasing of about six times. A
comparison with literature highlights the high sensitivity of
the device. For example, one of the best performing WO3
based sensor has been developed by Wang et al., which report a response ⌬G / G0 of about 1 towards 50 ppb of NO2.11
Responses exhibited by both as deposited and annealed
samples towards 10 ppm of H2S are presented in Fig. 4. The
results are representative of sensitivity improvements for
over 20 times as a result of annealing treatment in reducing
gases. Temperature influence on sensing performances has
been studied in the 100– 500 ° C range. The results are sum-

FIG. 2. 共a兲 TEM image of a broken WO3−x nanowire network segment with
several junctions. Insert: Dark field TEM image. 共b兲 Corresponding selected
area electron diffraction 共SAED兲 pattern of 共a兲. 共c兲 High resolution TEM
image taken from the rectangle-closed area in 共a兲.
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FIG. 4. Sensor response to 10 ppm of H2S gas, measured at 300 ° C and
with 30% of relative humidity 共at 20 ° C兲.

marized in Fig. 5. Response has been calculated as ⌬G / G0
for reducing gases and as ⌬R / R0 for oxidizing ones, according to the usually adopted convention for n-type metal oxides. ⌬G and ⌬R are the electrical conductance and resistance changes caused by gas injection, while G0 and R0 are
the conductance and resistance values before gas injection.
Focusing on NO2, it can be observed that response intensity
is enhanced by decreasing the sensor temperature to 100 ° C,
but at the same time, decreasing the working temperature
slows down the kinetic of the gas-surface reaction so that
sensing performances becomes affected by long response
and recovery time. For example, working at 200 ° C, the sensor needs more than 40 min to fully recover its base line
signal after NO2 exposure. So far, 300 ° C appears the best
temperature to achieve performances optimization, in terms
of both response intensity and dynamics. Also, for H2S gas,
the response intensity is enhanced when the sensor temperature was increased to 250 ° C, when the sensor temperature
was higher then 350 ° C the device exhibits weak responses
towards the working temperature.
As far as CO and NH3 are concerned, the device exhibits
weak responses towards both gases at any working temperature, which weakly affects response intensities 共see Fig. 4兲.
From an applicative point of view, the temperature influence
on sensing performances with different gases is a promising
feature for the development of a NO2 sensor with low cross
sensitivity towards possible interfering gases.
It is worth to note that the preparation technique and
material microstructure can strongly modify gas sensing per-

formances of a given metal oxide. Indeed, the low sensitivity
of WO3 to NH3 is not a uniqueness of WO3 but it is related
to particular features that have not yet fully addressed. As an
example, it has been reported in literature both on WO3 layers highly sensitive towards ammonia13 and WO3 layers
weakly sensitive towards ammonia.14 Comparing these findings with the present results, it can be observed that threedimensional nanowire networks exhibit at the same time
higher response towards NO2 and weaker response towards
NH3.
In summary, the present work has been addressed to
study gas sensing performances of three-dimensional WO3−x
nanowire networks, which appeared as a promising material
for such an application due to its unique microstructure. The
results highlighted that this material can be applied in gas
sensing field to develop NO2 sensors with performances suitable for practical application. In particular, the capability to
reveal NO2 concentrations comparable with the threshold
limit of outdoor application has been observed, together with
low cross sensitivity towards possible interfering gases such
as H2S, NH3, and CO. The outdoor application, due to its
low threshold limit, is considered as the frontier also for thin
and thick film technology typically adopted in gas sensing
field. The present results thus demonstrate that nanobelt
共nanowire兲 technology can be used to reach results at least
comparable with the best ones obtained by the “traditional”
technology.
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FIG. 5. Sensor response to NO2, H2S, NH3, and CO as a function of working temperature. Relative humidity is 30% at the chamber temperature of
20 ° C.
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